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              FAMILY NEWSLETTER           Friday 18th November 2022    

It seems fitting to be writing my notes for the newsletter today on the day we come together to celebrate International Evening, as a 
Turnham wide community. As you know, we also have another reason to celebrate today, as our Ofsted report 
became public for the first time. It was great to see Ofsted recognise many of the strengths within our school and it 
has given all of us here at Turnham, an enormous sense of pride to be able to share the report with you today.  

I would like to just highlight a few of the lovely comments made by the inspection team within the report: 

 “Pupils are happy and well cared for in this school” 

 “Staff know their pupils and families well and involve everyone in school life, the school sits at the heart of the local community” 

 “Pupils behave well in lessons and on the playground. They are quick to deal with any incidents of bullying or unkind behaviour, they 

have a common approach to dealing with any challenging behaviour leading to a calm atmosphere in school” 

 ”Staff at Turnham set high standards for pupil to achieve and pupils rise to their expectations” 

  “The curriculum is ambitious for ALL pupils. Staff are well trained to identify and support pupils with special educational needs and/or 

disabilities” 

 “Pupils want to do well and leaders are committed to giving their pupils are rich experience of education” 

 “Leaders ensure that ALL pupils have access to an extensive range of extra-curricular clubs on offer” 

 "Teachers use their secure subject knowledge to present concepts clearly to pupils. They check pupils understanding carefully. 

Teachers adapt lessons when pupils have not grasped something and pupils say teachers help them remember previous learning" 

 "Staff manage any incidents of low-level disruption effectively to avoid interruption’s in learning" 

 "Leaders make sure children start to learn as early as possible. This starts from nursery" 

 "Pupils like that staff listen to their views. The elected ‘pupil parliament’ comprising a prime minister and cabinet, plays an active role 

in school decision making" 
We know we still have a couple of areas within the curriculum to further develop, and Ofsted recognised that leaders know what we still 

want to further improve. Work has already started in developing these areas further as we continue to strive for excellence. It gave myself, 

alongside the rest of the leadership team an enormous sense of pride to welcome Ofsted to our school and see our amazing children, 

teachers and support staff in action. Thank you to  our parents  for  your continuous support through the process.  We are delighted that lots 

of our strengths have been recognised and will be relentless in our continued efforts to improve further to 

ensure Turnham continues to go from strength to strength. In other exciting news it was great that the launch 

event for the brand new ‘Rocky and Wrighty’ arena received some national press coverage this week. I wrote to 

you all earlier in the week with details of this very exciting project and have added a few of the pictures 

throughout this newsletter. I hope to see lots of you at international evening later. Have a great weekend! 
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www.turnhamacademy.org 

Turnham Academy Nursery seeks to develop 

happy, independent and confident learners. Our 

academy’s learning community believes in        

promoting communication, collaboration and    

curiosity and this begins in Nursery where our   

children learn to become respectful,                           

inquisitive and impressive life-long learners. 

Our nursery is an integral part of our primary           

academy allowing 3 to 4 year olds to grow and   

develop within a caring, nurturing environment. 

Our experienced and fully-qualified nursery 

team provide an exciting and stimulating        

environment for your child to begin flourishing 

in their learning, preparing them to be able to 

thrive throughout their school life.  

We offer:  

 Success For All – a research led program which drives 

teaching and learning   

 Experienced and expert early years staff 

 Early Years provision at the heart of the community  

 A safe and secure open-air learning environment offering 

extensive  opportunities for stimulating play and exciting 

exploration 

 A spacious, purpose-built provision within our primary 

academy  

We have full-time places still available for 3-4 year olds 

starting from September 2021. Please contact our                            

admissions team in the school office to find out how to               

apply:office@turnhamacademy.org 

Turnham Academy Nursery  

places available 
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